Pull anchor! Right to stay, full spead
ahead! #jogimk2018
The organisation „Jugendliche ohne Grenzen“
(JoG, engl: Youths without borders) is inviting
all people to come together on 6th and 7th of
June 2018 and demonstrate against the
Innenministerkonferenz (IMK, engl: conference
of the interior ministers) in Quedlinburg and
for a right to stay for everybody!
From 6th to 8th June 2018, the conference of
interior ministers of all Bundesländer (engl. federal states) will be held in
Quedlinburg. The conference should extend and develop the cooperation between
authorities and police. Subjects of the conference are amongst others, the „inner
security“, the treatment of asylum seekers and the improvement of the policy to
deport people.
The protest of JoG is directed against the inhuman and racist policy of the new
government. It is critiizing the planned establishment of so-called ANkER centres
(Arrival-, decision and repatriation centres: ANkER is one German acronym and
means „anchor“). The governments’ plan is that people should stay in these centres
until the day of their deportation. Only after 18 months, if not having been
deported before, the people should be transfered into other accomodations or flats.
In the centres there will be no schools or German courses. The refugees should not
have any contact to the society, to consultation offices or lawyers. Also minors and
families will partly have to live in the centres.
That is why the JoG are saying: „ANkER centres – this is just a new word for
„prison“, which at the same time is concealing what it really is about: The problem
is racism, as usually !
The JoGs’ demands are amongst others:
+ Unconditional right to stay for everybody! Safe routes to Europe for refugees!
+ Access to education for children and youths irregardless of the status of
residence! Equal chances to education, apprenticeship and work!
+ Abolish all discriminatory laws and regulations!
+ Abolish deportation detention! Legalise refugees without documents!
The program:
06.06.2018 Demonstration for a right to stay for everybody
Meeting point is at 17:30 o’clock at Steintor in Halle/Saale
07.06.2018 Street action and own press conference against the IMK and
against the ANkER centres
Start 11:30 o’clock in Quedlinburg
07.06.2018 Gala and election of the „deportation minister 2018“
From 19 o’clock at Puschkinhaus, Kardinal-Albrecht-Str. 6, Halle/Saale
Further information:
Jugendliche ohne Grenzen
Website: http://jogspace.net
Facebook: https://www.facebook.com/jogspace
General information on anti-racist topics in Saxony-Anhalt:
antiranetlsa.blogsport.de

